Exploring the mimicry of polysaccharide antigens by anti-idiotypic antibodies. The crystallization, molecular replacement, and refinement to 2.8 A resolution of an idiotope-anti-idiotope Fab complex and of the unliganded anti-idiotope Fab.
The monoclonal antibody YsT9.1 is specific for the lipopolysaccharide A antigen of Brucella abortus. A complex formed between the Fab of YsT9.1 (Ab1) and the Fab of its antidiotopic monoclonal antibody T91AJ5 (Ab2) has been crystallized, and data have been collected to 2.8 A resolution. The space group is monoclinic P2(1), with one molecule per asymmetric unit. The structure was solved using a limited Patterson-correlation search over the asymmetric-unit of rotation space, and has been refined to an R-factor of 0.174. The complex is a head-to-head dimer, with the contact between the two Fabs almost completely restricted to their hypervariable loops. The interactions between the two Fabs in the complex are dominated by tyrosine residues, not only in the formation of hydrogen bonds, but in their participation in an aromatic ring network that spans the two Fv domains. The anti-idiotope was found to be unable to carry an internal image of the antigen and induce polysaccharide-specific "anti-anti-idiotopes" (Ab3) because the polysaccharide binding cleft on the Ab1 is too narrow and deep to allow comprehensive contact with the binding site of Ab2. The antibody T91AJ5 therefore is a class gamma anti-idiotope. The contact surfaces of the two Fabs are highly complementary; however, they are distinctly different in character. Each Fab has two separate binding surfaces of approximately equal size, but while the two binding surfaces of Ab1 are partitioned between the light and heavy chains, the two binding surfaces of Ab2 are shared between the chains, with the heavy chain responsible for about 60% of the total binding area. The structure of the unliganded Fab of Ab2 has also been solved by molecular replacement, and refined to an R-factor of 0.152 at 2.8 A resolution. This Fab crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group P2(1)2(1)2(1), with one molecule per asymmetric unit. The second hypervariable loop of the heavy chain of the Ab2 Fab is observed to undergo a significant and necessary conformational rearrangement in going from the unliganded to complexed form, and thus complex formation is an example of "induced fit" of antigen to antibody. The unliganded Ab1 Fab packs in the standard head-to-tail fashion observed for other Fabs. This mode of packing is precluded in the complex, by its head-to-head nature, and it is found to pack in tilted layers with most intermolecular contacts made between adjacent Ab2 Fab molecules.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)